THE EASIEST WAY TO REACH AMC IS BY TRAIN (GREEN LINE OF THE ATHENS METRO), AND YOU WILL HAVE TO STOP AT “MĂROUSȘI” TRAIN STATION. FROM THERE, YOU CAN TAKE THE LOCAL RED BUS LINE (No 040, RIGHT OUTSIDE THE TRAIN STATION) WHICH Stops AT AMCS DOOR, AT THE STOP “SCHOOLS”.

RED BUS LINE 040: ROUTES EVERY 25MIN

For additional information about the red bus lines of Maroussi, please contact the local information kiosk at the Maroussi train station (opening hours 08:00 - 22:00). They can provide you with all the necessary maps and guidelines to ensure that you will reach your destination fast and safely.

IN CASE THERE ARE NO TRAINS AVAILABLE DUE TO STRIKE, PLEASE SEE BELOW THE BUS LINES WITH ACCESS TO MAROUSSI AREA:

From the above list of buses, **No 411 and 448** make a stop at “SCHOOLS” stop which is right outside AMC’s door.

From the above list of buses, **No B7, A7 and 550** make a stop at IVI stop, which is on Kifissias avenue and walking distance from AMC.

For additional information about the bus lines of Athens, you can visit:
HTTP://WWW.OASA.GR/INDEX.ASP?ASP=ROUTES/index_lines.asp&ORDER=3&MUNIC=%U039C%U0391%U03A1%U039F%U03A5